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Background

1. South Africa is a strong proponent of multilateralism as an appropriate inter- governmental response to the challenges of globalisation and interdependence. While multilateral disciplines in the WTO reduce the scope for unilateral action by powerful nations, existing rules exhibit imbalances and inequities that prejudice the trade and development interests of developing countries.

2. South Africa's support for the launch of the Doha Round was premised on an assessment that negotiations opened up a possibility to address trade and development concerns. Indeed, the Doha mandate places the interests of developing countries at the centre of the work. programme. South Africa's negotiating objectives aim to:

i) enhance market access for products of export interests to developing countries;

ii) eliminate industrial country subsidies and support to inefficient producers, particularly in agriculture;

iii) re-negotiate rules that perpetuate imbalances in international trade; and 

iv) ensure policy space for developing countries to pursue developmental objectives through meaningful implementation of the principle of special and differential treatment.

3. For South Africa and, indeed, many other developing countries, a successful conclusion of the Doha Round requires meeting the development objectives that are agreed and set out in the Doha mandate that launched the Round in 2001. While we have supported an early conclusion of the Round, achieving a developmental outcome takes precedence.

4. Despite the declaratory objectives outlined in the Doha mandate, the developmental content of the Round has been steadily eroded. On the core developmental issue of agriculture, the emerging deal envisions a series of comparatively moderate reforms that do not meet the criteria of a meaningful reduction of those subsidies that distort agricultural trade and undermine the developmental prospects of many developing countries, including those in Africa. At the same time, developing countries confront excessive demands to open their markets for industrial products and services.

New Impetus in the Round

5. Several factors that underpin the new impetus to revive the Doha negotiations following the collapse of the Ministerial in July 2008 and the failed effort to resume negotiations in December 2009. First, the G20 Declarations that emanated from the Summits held in Washington in November 2008 and in London in April 2009 both referenced the need to conclude the Round as soon as possible. The G8 plus G5 Summit in Italy on 9-10 July 2009 also called for a conclusion of the Round in 2010.

5. Second, against the background of the global economic crisis, there is a view that conclusion of the Round will help reverse the decline in global trade, contribute to global economic growth and constrain the resort to "WTO-legal" protectionist measures. (Of all G20 Members, South Africa is among only two WTO Members that have not yet resorted to protectionist measures.)

7. Third, WTO Members which assess that they will gain more through improved access to global markets than they will "pay" through opening their own markets, continue to press for an ear1y conclusion of the Round. The WTO Secretariat and the Director General (DG) are also keen to secure an outcome to regain lost credibility of the WTO.

8. The new impetus has been evident at the Cairns Group Meeting in Indonesia and at the WTO Informal Ministerial meeting that took place on margins of the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) meeting in June 2009. The impetus is evident in India's offer to host a WTO G20 Trade Ministers meeting at the beginning of September 2009 and to invite the Cairns Group, the Africa Group, Least Developed Countries, the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group, the United States (US), the European Commission (EC) and Japan.

9. The WTO DG has indicated that if the Doha Round is to be concluded by the middle of 2010 ahead of the US mid-term elections and the Presidential elections in Brazil, then the modalities will need to be concluded by the end of 2009.

Impact on South Africa

10.ln considering how South Africa should respond to these developments, we should assess its impact of the conclusion of the Round in overall systemic terms and on the South African economy in particular. In our view, and one shared by many developing countries, the emerging outcome is imbalanced and the development round is giving way to the mercantilist market access objectives of industrial countries.

11. We have witnessed a steady reduction in the ambition to reform agriculture trade and address the major distortions that impede the development prospects of developing countries. Developed countries have secured a series of country-specific flexibilities that allow them to continue to protect and support their agricultural sectors in ways that distort trade and production. By contrast, there is growing pressure on developing countries, particularly on emerging economies such as Brazil, India, China and South Africa, to significantly reduce their industrial tariffs and open their markets to industrial country exports.

12. For South Africa, the demands have been particularly harsh. While South Africa stands to obtain very little, if any, new market access in global agricultural markets, the demands would require that South Africa take tariff cuts on around 30% of its industrial tariffs lines at applied rates and, moreover, more than two thirds of those lines would be cut by more than 30%.

13. Such an outcome would severely reduce the scope to employ tariffs to support industrial policy objectives, and it would expose labour intensive industries to intensified competition with the prospect of further employment losses. This is a result of South Africa's peculiar tariff structure which is an outcome of the Uruguay Round, where we were required to undertake tariff reduction commitments as a developed country.

14.lt is not possible to agree to perpetuate the historic injustice of the Uruguay Round, where South Africa's was obliged to undertake developed country tariff cuts, by accepting an outcome in this Doha Round where we would make the deepest and widest tariff cuts compared to any other WTO Member. While we are prepared to make a contribution to the Round, it must be proportionate to the contributions of others, and it must not undermine our industrial and employment objectives.

15. Following intense lobbying efforts over many years, at the July 2008 Ministerial Meeting, South Africa managed to obtain a degree of recognition that South Africa will require a specific accommodation. We have argued that while we are prepared to make a contribution to the outcome of the Round by accepting tariff reduction obligations, this must be proportionate, comparable to those of other WTO members, and should not unduly undermine our industrial policy or employment objectives.

16. While we have achieved some success in obtaining recognition from WTO members that demands on us are excessive, and that South Africa will need greater flexibility, the additional flexibilities currently on offer to South Africa is inadequate. South Africa will still be required to take tariff cuts on around 30% of its tariff lines. Of these, 21% will be cut by over 30%. South Africa has continued to argue that we will to expand the flexibilities so that tariff cuts are moderated on around 16% of our lines and that at least 3% of our lines should be exempted from any tariff cut.

17. South Africa's position In the Doha Round has been built on extensive and intensive national consultations within government, with Parliament and with stakeholders particularly in NEDLAC. These efforts represent a highpoint of our domestic consultative effort to build a national consensus on these important multilateral trade negotiations.

Prospects

18. With Brazil, India and China, we have also resisted the introduction of new measure that would impose further market opening burdens on emerging economies (the so-called "anti-concentration clause" and SectoraIs ). We have insisted that three sectors may be excluded from the anti-concentration clause and that sectoral negotiations are voluntary.

19. While the position of the US is a key to progress in the Doha Round, the new US Administration has not yet specified its approach to trade policy in general or to the Doha Round in particular. There are divisions in the US on trade between those who would want to conclude a deal and those who resist trade liberalization and reductions in the support given to farmers. In the context of more pressing domestic issues, notably the economic crisis, it is not clear when the US would be ready to re-engage.

20. Nevertheless, there is likely to be sustained pressure on India, Brazil, China and South Africa to open their markets agricultural, industrial and services markets. On margins of OECD in June 2009, India, Brazil, South Africa and China re-affirmed a commitment to work more closely in all phases of the negotiating process.

21. We agreed on several key positions: i) reaffirm agreed negotiating process and that any changes made would be limited and paid for by those demanding changes; ii) the developmental content of the Doha Round is more important than an early conclusion; Hi) addressing the imbalance between excessive demands on NAMA and diminished ambition to reform agriculture; and iv) insisting that the development mandate underpinning the Doha negotiations cannot be sacrificed for greater market access for developed countries.

